
SmaBo i
TR IBALCORE RAP/EDM

Who is  SmaBo i?

SmaBoi is an artist based in South Norwalk, CT -
less than one hour from New York City. He has
performed across ten states in the Northeast.
 
In the first year since starting to accrue a fan
base, SmaBoi has built up marketing channels
of over 10,000 local fans listening to his music.
 
 

Unique, Tasty Sound

SmaBoi blends genres of all kinds: Hiphop, EDM,
Funk, Soul, Trance, Trap, ElectroSwing, Reggae,
Party Rock, and everything in between.
 
While his sound ranges across many genres, the
primary elements in SmaBoi's music are focused
around big bass EDM, hip-hop and trap elements.

1 0 , 0 0 0 +
LOCAL FOLLOWING AND FANS
LISTENING IN THE NORTHEAST

1 0 0 +
SHOWS PERFORMED

LOCALLY IN 2017-2020

10 STATES
IN THE NORTHEASTERN U.S. ARE
BOOKING SMABOI TO PERFORM



Bookings@SmaBoi.com
1000+ local fans subscribed to email newsletter

Facebook.com/SmaB0i ← (zero, not O)
1500+ Facebook fans in the first year, and growing

@Cr8s / @Sma_Boi
5700+ Twitter followers between the above accounts

@Cr8s / @SmaBoi
500+ Instagram followers between these 2 accounts

www.SmaBoi.com
100+ Unique Monthly Users and growing very steadily

Meaningful Lyrics

Time to open up ya mind to somethin serendipitous 
Conceived without an impetus;
      perceived by most as frivolous.
Cuz I'm designin rhymes I draw 
      from out this well that's limitless
Unrivaled in explicitness, and driven by my lividness.
 
Why should I be fine with politicians so duplicitous?
Infecting us with lies, and predilections for insipidness
You people stand in line to cast 
      a vote with no significance
And fightin uphill battles got me feelin like I'm Sisyphus...

Hear some tracks:

Mainroom EDM:    http://bit.ly/mainroom-edm
ElectroSwing:         http://bit.ly/swing-funk
Political Hiphop:    http://bit.ly/political-rap
Dark Trap:               http://bit.ly/dark-trap
Drum 'n Bass:        http://bit.ly/dnb-track
Future House:        http://bit.ly/hween-house

CHARITY AND ACTIVISM

SmaBoi believes in supporting causes with his
music. His latest album, S.M.A.B.O.I., supports
suicide prevention and literacy advocacy. 100% of
proceeds from both sales & streaming of Track 4,
"Books", are donated to literacy advocacy groups,
along with 10% of album sales. 100% of proceeds
from Track 5, "Onward and Upward", and 10% of
album sales, are donated to suicide prevention
and mental health support charities.

Contact /  Soc ial

SoundCloud.com/SmaBoi
200+ followers subscribed to stream on SoundCloud

1-844-556-6557Book Now:


